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t'EM01ANCL"4 FOR: The Atonic Safety and Licensing Scard for Syron:

Ivan W. Snith
Dr. Dixon Callihan

*
Dr. Richard F. Cole

.

The Atenic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board for Byron:

Alan S. Rosenthal
Dr. Reginald L. Gotchy
Hon ed A. Wilber ~

F7CM: Thor.as M. Novak, Assistant Director
'or Licensing

Division of Licensing

SLBJECT: FOLLC'..'-UP 0'l BY;C'l I'lTEG3 *TED DESIGN INSPECT!0'l
(BCA 0 NOTIFICAT!rN 84-107)

In accordarce with the pecsont flRC procedures for Board Notificaticns, the
fnllrwing infer 3 tion is being previded:

'

1. Letter f r:n J. Pl. Grsco (MC) to C. %d (CECO). Subhet: "Cyron
Integrated Cesign Inspection Report fio. 50 454/83-32", dated
May 2, 19Pi

2. Letter fecn J. N. Grace (!PC) to C. Poed (Ceco), Subject: Byron
Integrited Cesign Inseccticn - Recort flo. 50 454/93-32", dated
May 14, 1984

Goth lotters discuss foRC follow-up to its !cptember 30, 1933 report on the
3/ren Integrated resi<;n Inspection. This report was transnitted as 90ard
f!ctificatien 83-157, dated Octobe* 17, 1983; crovicus follow-uo was trans-
mitted as Board Notification 84-086, dated April 20, 1984

As additienal item concerning staff follcw up on the rcrcet Mcc e available,
they Will continue to be r,rovided to the 2nards.

?

/C'WYs , finvd. Ass t: tant Director

'cr Licensing
Divisien of Licensing

cc: SECY(2)
not r'
Or.C g405290386

\ \ e)con
Parties to the Procuoding
See next pago
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LISTRIEbTION LIST-FOR BOARC !.CT:FICATI0t1.,

-
-

L Byren1' nits I&2
Deci et I'c. EC,,4E4,455 ACRS Members

Dr.:A. Dixon Callihan Dr. Robert C. Axtmann
'Ccts Cassel, Esq. Mr. Myer Ber: der
';s. Ciar.e Chav6z Cr. P.ax h. CcrLen-

*Dr.-Richard Fi Cole Mr. Jesse C. Ebersole
'

_ JJeseph Gallo, Esq. . Mr. Harola Etherir.gtcn -

RCr. Reginald L.-Gotchy. Dr. Milliam Kerr
Mrs'.LPhillip B.'Jchnscn Dr. Harold W. Lewis4

i. : Michael Miller,'Esq. Cr. J. Carson Mark
-!Ls. Pat Mo~rrisen Fr. Killitc t;. f;athis

Alan F. F.crer. thal, Esq. Dr. Dade W. Moeller
Iven W. Smith, Esc. Dr. David Otrent

M.'
'Cr._Er6ce vcr.'Zellen Dr. Milton S. Plesset
Howard A._Uilber, Esq. Mr. Jeremiah J. Fay

Dr. Paul C. Shewmcni
b

. P.cgicn III Mr. David A. Ward
Dr. Chester P. Siess

-

;

L Atemic Safety. and Licensing
Beerd Far.el

Atemic Safety and_ Licensing-,

- Aapeal . Far.ei
Docketing and Service Secticr.

.

Cccur.ent. Management Branch
.

~ Dennis: L. Farrar .
--William Kortier !

-Edward R.-Crass
Julian Hinds
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**.=* May 2, 1984

Occket No. 50-454

,

Commonwealth Edison Company
ATTN: Mr. Cordell Reed

Vice President 4

P. O. Box 767.

Chicago, Illinois 6069'' -

Gentlemen:

SUSJECT: SYRON INTEGRATED DESIGN INSPECTION - REPORT NO. 50-454/83-32

My letter dated April 9,1984 requested your response to concerns we identified
in our inspection during the week of March 26, 1984 at Sargent and Lundy's
offices concerning analyses of postulated failures to high and moderate energy
piping at the Byron plant. Cn April 9 and 10, 1984 we conducted a site
inspection in order to supplement our inspection in Sargent and Lundy's

-offices. The enclosure to this letter addresses concerns we identified in both
inspections for which your response is requested.

The results of our inspection of Sargent and Lundy's analyses of postulated
failures to high and moderate energy piping indicate the analyses are not-

- complete enough to ensure the design is adequate and that additional work is -

required, as we have noted. We are concerned that the work performed to date
may have been non-con ~servative by taking credit for continued operation of
equipment items not covered by the pipe break analyses, e.g., piping,
instrumentation lines and cables. In addition, while the specific items
identified by us in item 8 of the April 9,1984 letter and in the enclosure to
this letter may be resolvcd by further analysis, they are indicative of the
quality of the design process concerning breaks and cracks in high and moderate
energy piping and the need for further review on your part to identify the root
cause of the problems identified. You are requested to identify any other
areas of these analyses where additional work may be required. Your review

: should consider the fact that the Sargent and Lundy analyses did not take
. advantage of field walkdowns; the enclosure indicates examples where field

walkdowns would have been useful. In addition, you should provide an
assessment, and justification if appropriate, for proceeding With fuel loading
prior to resolving each open item (identified by us and by your review),

associated with the: piping failure analyses for Byron. We are also
considering enforcement actions based on the deficiencies in Sargent and'

Lundy's analyses of postulated failures to high and moderate energy piping.

My letter dated March 23, 1984 identified other items where additional informa-
tion is required or where additional review of your responses to the subject

i report is still being conducted. One of the items covered the necessity for
'

your conducting audits of design implementation in areas other than those
c -covered by the Integrated Design Inspection. We note that Commonwealth has

'

5/s o 3 ?7 7f.
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- Commonwealth Edison Company - 2- tiay 2,1984

'taken' action to have Sechtel conduct a review of Sargent and Lundy covering
three systems at the Byron Station. We understand you will submit to us the

- plans for. conducting this review. We plan to leave this IDI' report item as
an ,cpen f tem pending our review of this plan.

Sincerel .q
l g -

J. Nelson Grac rector

Diqision of Quality Assurance, Safeguards,
and Inspection Programs

- Office of' Inspection and Enforcement

Enclosure:
'

Byron Foi1owup Inspection-

.
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Commonwealth Edison. Company. - 3- May 2, 1984

cc w/ enclosure:
.Mr. D. L. Farrar
' Director of Nuclear Licensing
Commonwealth Edison Company
P. O. Box 767
. Chicago, IL 60690''

*Mr. V. .I. Schlosser
Project Manager,-Byron Station .

P. O. Box B.-

' Byron, IL 61010

Mr. Gunner Sorensen
Site Project Superintendent, Byron Station
P. O. Box B
Syron, IL 61010

"

Mr. R. E. Querio
- Station Superintendent, Byron Station.
P. O. Box B..

Byron, IL 61010

Ms. Phyllis Dunton .

c.. -Attorney General's Office .

Environmental Control Division
Northern Region
188. West Randolph Avenue
Chicago, IL 60601

Record Center .

-

Institute for Nuclear Power-Operations
1100 Circle 75 Parkway.

. Suite 1500 . ..

' Atlanta, GA 30339

.

Ms. Jane Whicher,- Esq.
- Business for Professional Pecple for the

Public Interest-
109 N. Dearborn Street,

Suite 1300
. Chicago, Illinois 60602

.
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Commonwealth-Edison Company -4- May 2,1984

.

DISTRIBUTION:
- DCS

_QASIP_ Reading
-QAB Reading
NRC PDR *

Local POR
SECY~

-

OPE
OGC
WJDircks
HRDenton
JHeltemes-
HBoulden
tiRC Resident Inspectors (Byron and Braidwood)
NRR Project Managers (Byron and Braidwood)
TNovak
BJYoungblood
LN01shan
Regional- Administrators
Inspection Team flembers
RCDeYoung
JMTaylor
JNGrace -

JGPartlow -

~GTAnkrum
JMilhoan
RFHeishman
SSchwa rtz --

-RLBaer
DPAllison UPotapovs, RIV.
RVollmer.
RMattson ,

DGEisenhut
HThompson
NSIC
NTIS
RRawson, OELD
OParr'
ESylvester

.1 .

^

IE:0 B EQ R:LB#1 , IE: /0ASIP I :DIR/QASIP
DPNorkin: esp JQilhoan f/GTAnkrum 1shan ODParr 4GP tiow JfiGrace
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BYRON REINSPECTION OF HIGH AND MODERATE ENEP.GY

PIPE BREAK 3 AND CRACKS

SITE INSPECTION

1. Report BB-J1-01 states for Zone 11.6-0 t%at a fire protection line is
,' routed between Motor Control Center (MCC) 131 x 5 and MCC 132 x 5, and .

that a line break could at the most disable functions in one MCC only. We
determined that the fire protection line is directly above MCC 132 x 5 and
17' from MCC 131 x 5. Water spray could be deflected by nearby ductwork
to MCC 132 x 5 and simultaneously travel 17' to MCC 131 x 5. . An analysis
should be made of the potential for pipe cracks and, if any, the path of
water spray.

2. Report BB-J1-01 states for Zone 11.4-0 that a wall separates MCC 131 x 3
from water lines in the area. We determined there are fire protection and
other moderate energy lines within 5'-15' of MCC 131 x 3 which are not
separated from the MCC by any wall and which would spray the MCC. A
determination should be made why these were not identified in the Sargent
and Lundy analysis,' whether they are postulated to crack, and,_ if so, the
_ impact on ability to reach safe shutdown.

3. Report BB-J1-01 states that CV lines are oriented away from MCC 131 x 1,
and are separated by abcut 25'. We were unable to locate one high energy ..

CV line (1 CV42E-2") shown on the composite drawing (M-228) used in
Sargent and Lundy's analysis. Therefore there is uncertanty as to the
effect of breaks in this high energy CV line on equipment in this area. It
is noted that item 8.a of our April 9,1984 letter indicates concern as to
jet impingement upon essential service water lines in this area. Analyses
should be made of effects of failure to CV lines upon these essential
service water lines and other equipment required for safe shutdown. This
includes MCC 131 x 1 for which our April 9,1984 letter raised a question
on single active failure of a redundant MCC (item 8.b).

4. We inspected a 1-1/2" boron injection line (IRC30AA-1-1/2) in the cold leg
of Loop A. Based on a terminal end break postulated by Sargent and Lundy,
we determined that there could be jet impingement upon a 3/4" sainple line
in the hot leg. This is contrary to Westinghouse requirements (SS'1.19)
for limiting small line LOCA's to the affected leg. This relates to the
concern expressed in our April 9,1984 letter (item 5) where the Project
Management Division of Sargent & Lundy has not reviewed the Westinghouse

,

design criteria for protection against pipe rupture.

,

9
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5. We inspected a 12" RHR line (1RC04AB-12) connected to the hot leg of loop
C at a location where the FSAR had postulated breaks S10A and S108.
Sargent & Lundy had not determined whether the breaks were circumferential
or longitudinal..so we postulated longitudinal breaks and identified
potential targets. The targets were loop B and C drain lines, loop B
crossover leg flow instrumentation lineg, loop B 1-1/2" boron injection
line and incore instrumentation lines. It is noted that some of these
targets, if impacted and damaged, would result in violation of -

,

Westinghouse criteria, e.g. , for confining damage to the affected loop.

6. Due to the unavailability in the FSAR of intermediate break locations for
the pressurizer spray line, we could not assess compliance with
Westinghouse criteria for protection against the effects of such breaks.
This area should be evaluated.

7. Calculation 3C8-1083-001 makes statements as to separation of instruments,

required for safe shutdown. Based on our field walkdown, we were unable
to confirm that this separation also existed for the cabling and
instrumentation lines associated with these instruments. Specific cases
reviewed were the source range neutron detectors and pressurizer pressure
transmitters.

INSPECTION AT SARGENT & LUNDY OFFICES

1. Calculation 3C8-1083-001 defines " single train" zones as zones containing
safe shutdown components or cables from only one train of the respective
systems contained in these zones. The report states, that following any
initiating high energy line break event in a " single train" zone, the
additional failure by fluid jets of a safe shutdown component within the
zone of this line break would be no worse than the initiating line break,
f.e. , either would disable that train. For each " single train" zone, you

- should verify there is no other piping except for that associated with the
specific train of the specific system in the zone. If there is other
piping, you should evaluate the effects upon the equipment in the zone
resulting from jet impingement and/or water spray due to failure of that
piping. This evaluation should consider that jets from piping breaks in
nearby zones may reach components in the specific " single train" zone
being evaluated. (See ite.n 3 of our April 9,1984 letter with respect to
integrity of walls surrounding equipment cubicles.)

,

2. Item 1 in our April 9,1984 letter states that there should be an
evaluation of jet impingement effects on piping. This evaluation should
consider that, in some cases, jet impingement may not cause breaks or

- cracks to piping within the target zone, but it will bend, crimp or
otherwise deform the pipe. Analyses should be made as to the effects upon
pipes due to jet impingement and whether such effects will cause loss of

P
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functionality such that credit cannot be taken for their use in
establishing safe shutdown.

3. Calculation 3C8-1083-001 states that, in the event the RHR system is
incapacitated,1 cold shutdcwn could be achieved by using the secondary.

system to remove decay heat by dumping water to the condenser and feeding
the steam generators with main or auxiliary feedwater. The steam
generator functions as an RHR heat exchanger. The steam generator can be-
flooded and the overficw will flow down the steam pipes and bypass to the
condenser. We consider that this method of attaining cold shutdown in the
absence of RHR is only minimally acceptable. Accordingly, you should
identify all areas where pipe breaks or cracks could incapacitate the RHR
system. In these areas you should perform a more rigorous jet impingement
or water spray analysis (e.g., based on specific break / crack locations as
opposed to Sargent & Lundy's previous practice of postulating
breaks / cracks throughout the general area) to determine if the RHR system
would be damaged. For the cases where this more rigorous jet impingement
or water spray analysis results in the RHR system being incapacitated, you
should consider. modifications to protect the RHR equipment from jet
impingement or water spray.

4 The Sargent and Lundy pipe break' and crack analyses do not consider -loss
of offsite power concurrent with a break or crack in nonseismic Category I
piping, such as the fire protection system piping. A seismic event could

.be expected to damage offsite pcwer equipment as well as cause breaks and -.

cracks in nonseismic Category I piping. Sargent & Lundy stated that all
nonseismic Category I piping in safety related areas has seismic Category
I supports'and is therefore not postulated to break or crack as the result
of a seismic event.. Based on cur internal staff review, we consider that

-you have not provided sufficient information to verify that nonseismic
-Category I piping in safety-related areas would not fail in the event of a
safe shutdown earthquake (SSE). The use of Category I supports, by
itself, would not ensure that this piping would remain intact in an SSE.
You should provide' additional -information -to justify the position that non-
seismic Category I piping with Category I supports would remain intact in

e an SSE. Alternatively,~ you should reevaluate the consequences of breaks
F and cracks in nonseismic Category I piping, using the assumption that an

SSE could result in piping failure concurrent with loss of offsite power.

1

1
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4

Commonwealth Edison Company
ATTN: Mr. Cordell Reed

-

Vice President
P. O. Box 767
Chicago, Illinois 60690

Gentlemen:

SUBJECT: BYRON INTEGRATED DES!GN INSPECTION - REPORT NO. 50-454/83-32

- liy letter datad liarch 23, 1984 addressed responses contained in your
Cecember 30, 1983 letter where additional information was required or where
additional review of your responses was still being conducted. The enclosure
to this letter requests information necessary for us to complete our
review.

Sincerely,
.

.A. %.

F J. Nelson Grace, Director
Division of Quality Assurance, Safeguards,

and Inspection Programs
Office of Inspection and Enforcement

Enclosure:'

' Request for Additional
i Informationt

cc w/ enclosure:
See next page
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Commonwealth Edison Company- -2- May 14, 1984

cc w/ enclosure:
Mr. D. L. Farrar .
Director of Licensing
Commonwealth Edison Company
P. O. Box-767'
Chicago,-Illinois 60690

4

-Mr. V. I. Schlosser
Project Manager, Byron Station ' -

P. 0. Box B
Byron, Illinois 61010

Mr. Gunner Sorensen
Site _ Project Superintendent, Byron Station
P. 0. Box B
Byron, Illinois 61010

Mr. R. E.- Querio
Station Superintendent, Byron Station
P. O. Box B
Byron, Illinois 61010

Ms. Phyllis-Dunton
Attorney General's Office
Environmental Control Division
Northern Region .-

--188 West.Randolph Avenue
Chicago,. Illinois 60601

Record Center
Institute for Nuclear Power Operations
1100 Circle-75 Parkway
Suite 1500
Atlanta, Georgia. 30339

Ms. Jane Whicher, Esq. -

Business for Professional People for the
Public Interests

109 N. Dearborn Street
Suite 1300
Chicago, Illinois 60602

1
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Commonwealth Edison Company -3- May 14, 1984
|

DISTRIBUTION:
UCS
QASIP Reading
QAB Reading.
tiRC_PDR-

- Local PDR
'

SECY ,

- 0PE
'0GC

.

-

WJDircks
-~HRDenton
JHeltemes

- HBoulden
.

<

NRC Resident Inspectors (Byron and Braidwood)
NRR Project Managers (Byron and Braidwcod)
TNovak
BJYoungblood

- L01shan
- Regiona1 Administrators
-Inspection Team Members (Wenzinger, Stanley, Morton, Overbeck)
- RCDeYoung
JMTaylor

: JfiGrace
JGPartlow.
GTAnkrum
JMilhoan -

DPAllison '

UPotapovs,- RIV
- RVollmer
RMattson
DGEisenhut
HThompsona

NSIC
NTIS

' RRawson, OELD
CNorelius, Region III
LSpessard, Region III

i
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REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

BYRON INTEGRATED DESIGN INSPECTION

4

Finding 2-1: Diesel Engine Air Intake -

Our March 23, 1984 letter requested a copy of the documented walkdown which
concluded that there are no additional non-safety-related components that will
impair the function of the intake line. Please indicate how the turbine building
crane was assessed relative to potential failure during a seismic event and
consequential damage to the diesel intake line, unless this is covered in the
documented walkdown.

Finding 2-4: Time Delay on Loaic Diagram

(1) What system ensures that logic diagrams will be revised when the associated
schematic diagram is revised?

(2) -Please indicate the systems associated with each drawing referenced in
FCR No. F21, 265.

. Finding 2-8: Missing Calculation for Containment Soray

We believe that the FSAR statements are design bases and are licensing
co itments. Our letter dated March 23,1984 (page 1 of enclosure) requested
you to describe the provisions in your review program (of Project Management
Division's calculations) to determine that all necessary calculations have been
identified and -performed. Please indicate how you ensured that necessary
calculations were identified and performed relative to FSAR statements.,

Unresolved Item 3-1: Rod Hanger and Pipe Rest Supoorts

The following outline is provided to clarify the team's intent:

Use of infinite support stiffness met the licensing commitment in thet

sense that there was no specific commitment to use realistic stiffness
in piping analyses.

(2) Our sample problem indicated that calculated piping stresses varied
somewhat when realistic stiffnesses were employed, but not enough to

.

matter with respect to the piping stress.

!-

4
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(3) Our sample problem indicated that calculated seismic support loads varied
when realistic stiffnesses were employed. The maximum increase in a
support Icad was 70 percent. This result is shown in Table 2 of the
EG&G report at Sargent & Lundy Node 98A:

609 lb - EG&G calculated SSE load using reasonable stiffness
4

358 lb - S&L calculated SSE load using infinite stiffness
.

251 lb - 70 percent increase over the S&L calculated load

(a) In the sample problem, this type of variation was not considered to
matter with respect to support strength in view of the large margins
typically provided.

(b) However, we were concerned about your up-lift check procedures for
non-linear supports such as pipe rests and rod hangers. When the
seismic loads exceeded the dead weight and thermal loads further
checking was performed to assure that unloading did not cause problems,
e.g., checking of pounding action and of increased loads on adja' cent
supports. Our concern was as follows:

(i) If reasonable support stiffnesses were used, the predicted
seismic loads would be substantially greater in some cases.

(ii) Some non-linear supports which were not originally predicted -

to unload and thus were not checked would be expected to
unload.

(iii)We, therefore, intended to suggest that you check additional
non-linear supports for unloading - for example, those where
seismic loads exceed about half of deadweight and thermal
loads.

You are reouested to describe your plans to assure that seismic unloading of
non-linear supports, where that can be expected, will not cause overstress
due to pounding or increased loads on adjacent supports. It is noted that

f; this request was provided to you by telecopy on April 2, 1984
'

Findin'g 6-12: Eouioment Status Disolay Criteria

'Please inform us of the date that we can review the final design of the
Equipment Status Display System.

':

i
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